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Mr. J. P. Jaudon4

Director, Division of Reactor Safety
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

',

Atlanta Federal Centar
61 Foryth St., S.W. - '

.

Suite 23T85 '97 5EP 24 P125
Atlanta, GA 30303 :

',

~

Dear Mr. Jaudon:
'

Subject: VIRGIL C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION
,

DOCKET N,0. 50/395'

,

,

OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF 12
_ ;

RESPONSE TO LICENSED OPERATOR FITNESS FOR DUTY '
QUESTIONNAIRE

. -

Attached please find the requested licensed operator fitness for duty -.

questionnaires. Also, one NRC form 396," Certification of Medical Examination j
by Facility Licensee" and a copy of the medicalinformation is attached.. Each j
attachment contains an affidavit in accordance with 10CFR2.790(a)6 and 10

'

CFR2.790(b) and information on one individual.
!

If you require further information, please call Mr. Chris Crowley of my staff at
(803) 345 4409.

"

.. ,

,

Very truly youu,

I$' G /.3~6 m c,:rr

Gary J. Taylor
.

t
.

cac
attachments.
c: J. L. Skolds

Dr. C. A.. Pinner 111 -
'

File (814.04)
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i- RTS (LIC 21834 & LIC 21346)
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Att chmant 2 - Eric L. W rdsn

SCE&G Response to Fitness for Duty Questionnaire !
Page 1 of 3 |

SCE&G requests that this attachment be withheld from public disclosure as it
contains privileged confidentialinformation. SCE&G has held this information in
confidence from public dissemination. This type information is held in |
confidence by SCE&G and is transmitted to the NRC in confidence. The |
information concerning the event is not available in public sources. Public '

disclosure of this personal and medica!Information will constitute a clearly
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.

The responses to the licensed operator fitness for duty questionnaire are as
follows: j

'

1. The licensed operator involved in the positive alcohol test is Eric L Warden.
At the time of occurrence, he was assigned to Nuclear Training on a rotational |
basis. His duties were'as other nuclear training instructors, along with j
maintaining watchstanding proficiency.

.

2. The companies' cut off levrfl for alcohol is 0.04% blood alcohol content. The
following are the fitness for duty history for the individual.

Dcte Tim e Reason Result .'
05/16/90 1222 random negative
07/19/91 1500 1,ndom negative
11/21/91 2035 random negative
03/05/92 1203 random negative
03/13/92 2200 randorn negative
08/14/92 2035 random negative
05/13/93 1001 random negative

,

08/12/93 2052 random negative '

02/17/94 1305 random negative
02/06/95 0905 random negative
09/13/96 1003 random negative
04/28/97 0929 pre-access * negative
05/06/97 0825 follow up negative
05/28/97 1017 follow-up negative
06/02/97 0841 follow up negative
07/21/97 0730 pre-access * negative * after successful completion
07/29/97 0840 follow up negative of a voluntarily entered
08/11/97 0927. follow-up negative treatment program
08/25/97 1035 follow-up confirmed positive

i
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~ Attachment 2 Erio L. Warden
..

SCE&G Resprinse to Fitness for Duty Questionnaire
Page 2 of 3

3. The operator did not consume alcoholic beverages within the protected area.
These beverages were consumed away from the workplace the night prior to the
breath analysis.

'

4. The individual was not at the controls or supervising licensed activities while
under the influence of alcohol. He had been transferred to Nuc ear Training on
July 30,1997 and had not stood any proficiency watches for a licerised or non-
licensed position. Nuclear Training management and supervision noticed
nothing that indicated aberrant behavior or alcohol abuse. The individusl was
enthusiastic and exhibited a willingn?ss to Get involved. Nuclear Training
management and supervision were very pleased with the individual's
performance.

,

5. The individ[Ja! was not involved in any procedural errors related to this
occurrence. a

. -

6. The individual requested and was placed into an intensive in patient
program. This will be followed by an 11 month aftercare program. After these
programs are complete, an evaluation of his irtness.for duty willtake place. Until
the evaluation is completed satisfactorily and the individual released to stand
watches by the Medical Officer and Operations Management, he will not stand
either licensed required "at the controls" or non licensed building proficiency
watches.

The Medical Officer recommends the individual be relieved from all licensed
operator duties. This has been done administratively by removing the individual
from the *Watchstanding Authorization List"and notifying Operations
Management staff. The Medical Officer believes that the individual's alcoholism
is treatable and expects a full recovery since the individual entered a treat;nent

- program voluntarily. A program entry for any other reason can cause the
program to be ineffective.

SCE&G recognizes that this is a potential disqualifying condition. However, the
Medical Officer's opinion is that tive alcoholism is treatable and that the company
respectfully requests that the NRC not take any immediate action regarding his
license, The individual will not now, nor in the future stand any licensed watch
until released by the Medical Officer. Once the individual completes the ;
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Att:chment 2 - Eric L. %ttdan

SCE&G Responso to Fitness for Duty Questionnaire
Page 3 of 3

,

aftercato program, SCE&G and the Medical Officer will determine if a non-
conditioned license or licenso termination is necessary. Until that time is
reached SCE&G foo's a conditioned license is prudent and requests the
individual's licenso be conditioned Please see the following NRC form 396 and.

attached medicalJnformation.

.
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